Manson Dodging and assistant professor of the teaching. The award is presented acadQtic immediate response to the needs of forerunner of what has become the mingle with students from other area became a model and this approach is throughout the country," Scales said.

"As junior from Kentuck walked to classes, Dodging, after returning to the library, he saw a man carrying a white object. He asked the man what he was doing there, and the man disappeared. The man made derogatory comments, so he informed the police. The officer finally told some bad things back to the professor.

When he reached the machete of the professor to the machete, he was attacked. It turned out that he was coming and got right from the one right and one was right.

"We are still a student," Dodging explained at his press conference that morning. "I was attacked when I went to class. As soon as he left his class, he stayed behind the same book."

"We will try to make sure that this no longer happens," said Scales.

"Politics and the arts" will be the topic of discussion in the second annual Tocqueville Forum on contemporary issues of women's studies. The forum will begin Monday and consist of six lectures by critics, sociologists, and artists. The departments of art, classics, and theater arts now offer such courses relevant to the study of women.

The four victims spent the night of women's studies programs have been published in the "New York Times," "The Washington Post," and "The Wall Street Journal." Kramer, the critic, then argues that in a woman's world, it is now only in a conceptual world, that it is now only in a current topic in women's studies. Kramer has also written a book called "Thinking," which will be published later this semester.

The emphasis on the arts in the response to the incident at the College Performing Arts in Wake Forest. Barbara Johnson, professor of political science at accompanying the Scales Fine Arts Center's Dance Program, is being formed. These centers are found at Wake Forest College and Duke University, to recognize their attacks on student organizations and faculty, including the Scales Fine Arts Center. The emphasis on the arts in the response to the incident at the College Performing Arts will be translated into, "gender studies" art. Kramer is the first woman to be appointed as a professor of political science at Duke University.

In his note on The New Criterion, Kramer writes, "We have a theoretical standard that it is now only in a conceptual world, that it is now only in a current topic in women's studies. Kramer has also written a book called "Thinking," which will be published later this semester. The emphasis on the arts in the response to the incident at the College Performing Arts will be translated into, "gender studies" art. Kramer is the first woman to be appointed as a professor of political science at Duke University.

In his note on The New Criterion, Kramer writes, "We have a theoretical standard that it is now only in a conceptual world, that it is now only in a current topic in women's studies. Kramer has also written a book called "Thinking," which will be published later this semester.

The emphasis on the arts in the response to the incident at the College Performing Arts will be translated into, "gender studies" art. Kramer is the first woman to be appointed as a professor of political science at Duke University.
SG seeks input

As a new semester begins, students should offer input from the students in the form of a Drug Policy Feedback Survey. The survey is designed to gather student input regarding the University's drug policy. Students are encouraged to participate by completing the survey online. The results will be used to inform the development of the Drug Policy.

Honor societies rewarding

Over 12 different departments hold scholarships in their fields of study. These scholarships are awarded to students who have demonstrated excellence in their academic and extracurricular activities. Students are encouraged to apply for these scholarships to support their academic and personal goals.

Minor attracts interest

A new minor in women's studies is being offered this fall. The minor will consist of three core courses and five other courses. Two of the core courses will be in the humanities, two in the social sciences, and one in the behavioral sciences. The minor is designed to provide students with a comprehensive understanding of women's studies and to encourage them to pursue further study.

Voyager Travel Service

WVF Travel Specialists

“We’ll find the best fares”

- Europe - Cruises - Spring Break

Free Service

Call 765-0644 101 Olive St. at S. Strafford
College Union student art gallery opens

by Steve Cole

After three months of planning and preparation, the student art gallery opened for the first time in the Student Union Wednesday night in the Trumble Hall Lobby. The gallery is open specifically for work done by students.

There are art displays in the Student Union Center, but these are sponsored by the university and are not specifically for student work made by students.
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Maturity increases influence
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PAGE FIVE, FEBRUARY 4, 1983, OLD GOLD AND BLACK

Old Gold and Black

Action required!

It's time for service action. Another $10,000 has been added to the page one, "twins" have invaded the campus and they mean business this time. Junior Sean Kenlon said he knew one of his ancestors in the "twins" was an accept. Obviously, we are dealing with a duel of unrelated but determined mid-gate loiterers.

"This is the latest in a long administrative trend which willdamn the campus with nothing to do but concentrate on this terrible attitude the Old Gold and Black community so loudly says 'laxback park!'"

In the 190 year history of Wake Forest, there have been 111 battles. However, the last 12 years of the century have been an ineffective, dulling to the many evenings spent on these goals for the university. These 12 years have seen all 11 men share one basic characteristic. If it is true, Samuel W. James Raleigh Scales, have been baptised.

The attitude of Wake Forest has been closely tied to the Baptist State Convention for most of its existence, even this anxiety provoked for the president did not seem unusual. It made sense for the leader of a Baptist school to be a Baptist. But the process of selecting the 13th person to take over the reins of power and guide Wake Forest is now underway. Since James Raleigh Scales' selection as president, Wake Forest's relationship to the Baptist State Convention has changed dramatically. The university now has more control over its own destinies than in the past.

At this important crossover, it is crucial to ask whether the process is fair to president those who are not Baptists.

There are many good candidates who are not Baptists. God is with the one who has been chosen, and we consider that the most important thing. For those who have been rejected, we wish them the best in the future.

This would be true for a new university to continue to practice such an archaic form of discrimination. To reject a candidate solely on the basis of his personal religious beliefs would be the worst insult of all.

Christians are taught that God judges each man on his own actions. If it is not fair for Wake Forest to begin the same.

North from Oktoberfest

The selection of a new leader is a critical time in the history of any university. The university has the opportunity to shape its future in the selection of a new leader. By this, I do not mean that faculty and students should have a say in the selection process. That is the job of the trustees, not the faculty or the students. I am merely suggesting that the university should be involved in the selection process.

The trustee who has been selected will be the one who has been chosen. If the new president is chosen from the Baptist community, it will be the best choice for the university. If the new president is chosen from outside the Baptist community, it will be the best choice for the university.

The selection of a new leader is a critical time in the history of any university. The university has the opportunity to shape its future in the selection of a new leader. By this, I do not mean that faculty and students should have a say in the selection process. That is the job of the trustees, not the faculty or the students. I am merely suggesting that the university should be involved in the selection process.

The selection of a new leader is a critical time in the history of any university. The university has the opportunity to shape its future in the selection of a new leader. By this, I do not mean that faculty and students should have a say in the selection process. That is the job of the trustees, not the faculty or the students. I am merely suggesting that the university should be involved in the selection process.
Students defend Black Student Alliance

I am writing in response to the letter which was drawn to a close. In this letter, the author attempts to draw the attention of the readers to the fact that black student organizations are being oppressed by the white community. The author suggests that it is not the black student organizations that are at fault, but rather the white community. The author further argues that the black student organizations are not trying to provoke any conflict, but are merely trying to assert their rights.

In contrast, I believe that the black student organizations are trying to assert their rights and are not trying to provoke any conflict. The black student organizations are formed in response to the discrimination and prejudice that they face in the white community. They are trying to provide a safe space for black students to express their identity and to participate in the academic and social life of the university.

I believe that the black student organizations are not trying to provoke any conflict, but are merely trying to assert their rights. The black student organizations are formed in response to the discrimination and prejudice that they face in the white community. They are trying to provide a safe space for black students to express their identity and to participate in the academic and social life of the university. I am confident that the black student organizations will continue to work towards the goal of eliminating discrimination and prejudice in the white community.

Signed,

[Signature]

BSA purpose

I am writing in response to the letter which was drawn to a close. In this letter, the author attempts to draw the attention of the readers to the fact that black student organizations are being oppressed by the white community. The author suggests that it is not the black student organizations that are at fault, but rather the white community. The author further argues that the black student organizations are not trying to provoke any conflict, but are merely trying to assert their rights.

In contrast, I believe that the black student organizations are trying to assert their rights and are not trying to provoke any conflict. The black student organizations are formed in response to the discrimination and prejudice that they face in the white community. They are trying to provide a safe space for black students to express their identity and to participate in the academic and social life of the university.

I believe that the black student organizations are not trying to provoke any conflict, but are merely trying to assert their rights. The black student organizations are formed in response to the discrimination and prejudice that they face in the white community. They are trying to provide a safe space for black students to express their identity and to participate in the academic and social life of the university. I am confident that the black student organizations will continue to work towards the goal of eliminating discrimination and prejudice in the white community.

Signed,

[Signature]


**Amiability stressed**

by Lou Breeden

Student and local agency help in running Summer Job.

The guide names opens first week of June. It is available from many places.

Other students of job create a program.
There are also several history professors who concentrate on European history. Thomas R. Glatthaar, dean of the College and professor of history, focuses on the Napoleonic era. Perry and professor of history, teaches a course in the history of the Revolutionary and early national periods. He has recently published a biography of Philadelphia lawyer and Revolutionary War hero, Matthew Lyon. Smith also teaches courses in American history, with a particular emphasis on the history of the South Atlantic and the Carolinas. Joel G. West, associate professor of history, specializes in French history and teaches a course at Reynolda House in the classical and surreal traditions of the 19th century. He is working on a manuscript about the German diplomat von Bismarck and his role in European politics from 1863 to 1888.

In addition to his duties as dean and professor of history, Professor Perry has written several books on the history of the South. His most recent book, "The Lost Battle of Ship Island," has been well-received by the academic community and has made significant contributions to the study of American history.

In summary, Professor Perry and his colleagues at Wake Forest University have made significant contributions to the study of American and European history. Their research and teaching have helped to shape the understanding of these important periods in world history.
CASABLANCA

MONDAY  DEDE'S NEW GENERATION SHOW

TUESDAY  HAPPY HOUR 8-9 pm
PLAY Selectrocution
The game for singles.
Test your sex appeal.

FREE CASE OF BEER TO NO. 1 MALE
AND NO. 1 FEMALE

OPEN 8pm MEMBERS FREE
Silas Creek Pkwy behind China City

MAMMA MIA’S
The Legendary New York Style Pizza and Subs

WE DELIVER FREE
721-1478

Try our luncheon specials:
11:30 - 2:30 MON.- SAT.
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL EVERY DAY
PIZZA SPECIAL — SMALL PIZZA W/ONE TOPPING
SALAD, TEA OR COFFEE
$3.00

1983 OPTICAL ODYSSEY OPEN
VIDEO GAME TOURNAMENT
1st PRIZE $200.00
2nd PRIZE $50.00
3rd PRIZE $25.00
ALL-AROUND PRIZE $50.00

$10 ENTRY FEE (INCLUDES T-SHIRT AND 20 TOKENS)
REGISTRATION FEB. 1-20
PLAY BEGINS FEB. 1st

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 723-0030
NORTH POINT BLVD (BEHIND BENNIGAN’S)
All tokens 6 for $1 w/ college I.D.
Lady Deacs drop three ACC contests

By Vic Brown

The Lady Deacons basketball team opened their ACC season in rather unimpressive fashion by dropping three contests.

Wake Forest opened conference play in an emotional Carothers Auditorium against North Carolina. The Lady Deacons were on top from the start and really never gave any of them a chance, as they dropped Wake Forest, 126-47.

The Tar Heels took advantage of Wake Forest's poor shooting and scored heavily on the boards. Wake Forest never recovered and the game was out of reach from the start.

Virginia opened the game by scoring the first 9-0 run of the game. They never quit and scored a total of 18 shooting. The Lady Deacons put together a run to cut the lead, but they couldn't get a shot falling and were turned away. Virginia had a good shooting percentage from the field (26 percent in first half; 52 percent in second half). Keeva Young added some easy break shots but it didn't matter, the Deacons were defeated.

The Blue Devils started slow but minutes of play, Marquette was behind, 23 points on the board. The Blue Devils could get on the board. Virginia without Sampson early in the second half as the Deacons center picked up his third foul. Sampson helped the Blue Devils get back in the game, but at the half, 42-34.

Virginia opened the game by scoring the first 9-0 run of the game. They never quit and scored a total of 18 shooting. The Lady Deacons put together a run to cut the lead, but they couldn't get a shot falling and were turned away. Virginia had a good shooting percentage from the field (26 percent in first half; 52 percent in second half). Keeva Young added some easy break shots but it didn't matter, the Deacons were defeated.

The Blue Devils started slow but minutes of play, Marquette was behind, 23 points on the board. The Blue Devils could get on the board. Virginia without Sampson early in the second half as the Deacons center picked up his third foul. Sampson helped the Blue Devils get back in the game, but at the half, 42-34.
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The Blue Devils started slow but minutes of play, Marquette was behind, 23 points on the board. The Blue Devils could get on the board. Virginia without Sampson early in the second half as the Deacons center picked up his third foul. Sampson helped the Blue Devils get back in the game, but at the half, 42-34.
Free throws spell doom for Deacons

by Michael Takac

DOOM for Deacons PAGE TEN Friday, February

The loss that led the most to disappointment was an Alvin Robertson tip in by Darrell Walker with 59 seconds left in the game. They're very good, quickness, and one of their strengths is getting the ball to the best guards we will face all year. With 10 seconds left, Alvin Robertson had an open basket, but his shot fell short. He had only one chance if Wake Forest beat Arkansas, and that was to make some free throws in the final seconds. It was disappointing, but there was some consolation in that the Deacons were able to play a better defensive game. We never could seem to get the ball in the hole as we liked it, and we never could get the ball out of the hands of the Arkansas forwards. It was carried away from the Deacon's game when we really needed some points in the game.

The game was a good test for anyone who may have doubted Wake Forest's patience. Arkansas coach Dean Smith was disappointed, but there was some consolation in that the Deacons were able to play a better defensive game. We never could seem to get the ball in the hole as we liked it, and we never could get the ball out of the hands of the Arkansas forwards. It was carried away from the Deacon's game when we really needed some points in the game.

A teacher at Salem High School recently organized a one-on-one basketball tournament. The tournament was for students in grades 7-12 who had a minimum of 2:00-5:00

For the second time in as long, John Toms led the Deacon attack for a career-high 21 points. However, the Deacons were unable to contain the Tigers in the second half, as the game was tied at 39-39 with 39 seconds left in the game. The Tigers went on to win the game 63-53, and the Deacons fell to 8-12 for the season.

The game was a good test for anyone who may have doubted Wake Forest's patience. Arkansas coach Dean Smith was disappointed, but there was some consolation in that the Deacons were able to play a better defensive game. We never could seem to get the ball in the hole as we liked it, and we never could get the ball out of the hands of the Arkansas forwards. It was carried away from the Deacon's game when we really needed some points in the game.
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The game was a good test for anyone who may have doubted Wake Forest's patience. Arkansas coach Dean Smith was disappointed, but there was some consolation in that the Deacons were able to play a better defensive game. We never could seem to get the ball in the hole as we liked it, and we never could get the ball out of the hands of the Arkansas forwards. It was carried away from the Deacon's game when we really needed some points in the game.
There’s More Than One Way To Save Money on a Stereo

At Stereo Sound, we begin where our competitors leave off — by guaranteeing, in writing, that we will absolutely, positively not be undersold. But unbeatable prices are not enough.

The real difference begins when you look at the kinds of products we sell, and the careful way we help every customer — from beginner to audiophile — to understand how to make the best choices.

Every product we sell is carefully chosen for performance-for-dollar value. In fact, at Stereo Sound you’ll find a higher concentration of award-winning and top-rated components than at any other store in North Carolina.

If we said we looked for “excellence in fidelity at sound reproduction, design engineering, reliability, craftsmanship, and product integrity,” you might think you were reading just another advertiser’s line. But those are the exact words of the industry’s coveted International Audio Video Grand Prix Awards. We’re proud of it only if a few products we carry had won this award. But in fact, Kef, Ad, Yamaha, Jbl, Carver, and Boston Acoustics are all multiple winners of the award; and individual winners are too numerous to mention.

But at Stereo Sound, even selling the best products on the market is not enough. We follow through with all the little details — such as precision cartridge alignment — that “cost” nothing, yet dramatically improve the sound quality of the entire system. The result is, no matter what you want to invest in sound — whether it’s a few hundred dollars, or several thousand — you’ll get more for your money at Stereo Sound. Better sound. And a better system.

It’s that simple.

3443-R Robinhood Rd. (Across from Pizza Hut)

HOURS: MON-FRI, 11-7:30; SAT, 11-6; PHONE 752-0150

MAXWELL
GZE1100
$29

“LIGHTEST”
Headphones
$15

TAYAMA
Long Sleeve T-shirts
$9

There’s More Than One Way
To Save Money on a Stereo

James Hersch

FEATURED IN A FREE, INFORMAL
VALENTINES DAY CONCERT

9 pm Monday, Feb. 14, in the Magnolia Room
Refreshments will be served
JUNIORS, SENIORS & GRAD STUDENTS

ZALES is offering you a chance to open a special student Charge Account. At Zales Jewelers, you can establish your credit and take care of your gift giving needs all in one easy step. Come into the store and apply. Applications are simple and are processed while you shop.

No Job............$400
Limit Part-Time Job.........$800
LIMIT

Floating Hearts (14K) FREE to the First 100 Qualified Applicants
(Please Bring Your Student Registration)

ZALES
The Diamond Store
HANES MALL
765-1702